1. Announcement

CAPA - Citizens Against Political Assassinations Formation

Washington, DC

Dear Friends and Associates:

As a researcher and/or student of the JFK assassination, you may be aware that The JFK Act of 1992 requires the release of all government records on the assassination of President Kennedy by October 2017. The president of the United States at that time will be responsible for its enforcement.

Our recently formed nonprofit organization - Citizens Against Political Assassinations (CAPA) - will continue the fight we started decades ago getting this law passed and ensure this Act is enforced. CAPA also plans to undertake similar initiatives on other political assassinations to see that the truth is revealed and justice prevails.

CAPA plans to pursue the release of the remaining JFK records, file Freedom of Information Act requests for more records, take legal actions to enforce the law and undertake public education efforts to ensure that the forces that orchestrated such assassinations will no longer be able to influence government policies.
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To do this we need your help and support. These initiatives require funding to be effective. Please help by joining us and providing whatever financial support you can afford, volunteering your time as part of a CAPA Committee and spreading the word on social media about CAPA, our mission, programs and initiatives. Time is running out to do something about these horrific crimes and cover-ups.

There is power in numbers so join this worthy endeavor to bring truth and justice to those who have been killed for their beliefs. Thank you.

The CAPA Board of Directors:

Dr. Cyril Wecht  Michael Nurko  
Bill Kelly  Ben Wecht  
Andrew Kreig  Larry Schnapf, Esq.  
Jerry Policoff

CAPA Board of Advisors:

Professor Peter Dale Scott  
Dr. John Newman  
Marie Fonzi  
David Talbot  
Alan Dale  
Bill Simpson  
Professor Jerry McKnight  
Dr. Gary Aguilar  
Wayne Smith  
Abraham Bolden, Sr.  
Lillian McEwan  
Robert K. Tanenbaum

Newsletter Editors:

William Kelly. Editor  
Glenda de Vaney, Copy Editor  
Debra Conway, Co-Editor

2. Mission Statement

We Citizens Against Political Assassination - oppose the use of murder as a means to obtain and maintain power, and are committed to supporting those who try to determine the truth, seek justice and educate people on the danger assassination poses to all societies. Political assassination is the most serious threat to our leaders and government, often used as an expedient means of taking, maintaining and controlling power. It is important to support those who study the use of assassination as a political process that must be opposed because such murders occur around the globe on a daily basis.

“The very core of democracy is compromised when powerful organized interests conspire to remove those leaders who threaten them.” - Philip H. Melanson, Ph.D.

Build A Community

CAPA’s website is now open.

It contains both our campaign updates, articles, document resources, and links to catalog information with hundreds of major books, videos, etc., and interpretive essays.

http://capa-hq.com
Click the link to visit.
3. Press Release

Immediate Release: June 2016

CAPA – Seeks Truth and Justice on Political Assassinations

Citizens Against Political Assassinations - CAPA announced their arrival with a series of actions, announcements and endorsements.

As a political action organization that intends to be politically active, CAPA members filed a series of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests and the CAPA Board of Directors announced its support of a number of appeals for records that have previously been denied.

The full enforcement of the JFK Records Act and the release of all assassination records are some of the goals of the group that also announced its intention to seek public access to unreasonably classified records and make the remaining sealed JFK assassination records an issue in the presidential campaign.

“We oppose political assassinations as a means of obtaining and maintaining power,” said CAPA Chairman Dr. Cyril Wecht, “and we are determined to seek truth and justice in each case and educate people to the dangers political assassinations pose to all free societies.”

“We have already won the hearts and minds of the American people on the need for full disclosure and accountability,” said CAPA attorney Bill Simpich, “now we have to win the political battle to see that the law is enforced and the Constitution is upheld.”

“We have until October 2017 to obtain the full disclosure of records in the JFK case,” Simpich said, “and if we want to succeed we have to make full disclosure of our nation’s secret history a central issue in the presidential election.”
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According to the JFK Records Act of 1992, the next president of the United States will decide in October 2017 whether to release the remaining records or to continue to withhold them for reasons of national security.

“As an association of concerned citizens we believe it is in the best interest of our national security to release all of the remaining sealed assassination records so the people can make up their own minds as to what happened and what to do about it,” said CAPA secretary William Kelly.

New York attorney Larry Schnapf first announced the incorporation of CAPA on Facebook and Andrew Kreig reported on the new organization and its goals at his web site during the March 2016 Sunshine Week. Both are members of the CAPA Board of Directors and have pledged to seek the full enforcement of the JFK Act and the release of the remaining JFK records.

CAPA treasurer Jerry Policoff, Larry Schnapf and Andrew Kreig made a presentation at the Left Forum at John Jay School of Law and Criminal Justice in New York City (May 20-22), giving more details of CAPA’s mission, plans and projects that includes a Mock Trial at a major law school in Houston in November 2017 and to petition for a Texas Court of Inquiry that could exonerate the accused assassin of President Kennedy much like the success of the Innocence Project has done on other cases.

David Talbot, a member of the CAPA Advisory Board said, “Americans like to think that violence only plays an important role in the politics of foreign countries. But assassinations and other forms of political violence have all too often changed the course of U.S. history. The assassinations of leaders such as John and Robert Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X remain unsolved cases – nightmares that continue to haunt the national psyche. I join with CAPA to shed a light on the dark corners of power in the United States and to reveal its secrets. As long as high crimes such as this remain a mystery and government continues to block the release of material that belongs to the American people, our democracy will always be under a shadow.”
4. Memo from the Chair

Chairman of the CAPA Executive Committee –

Dr. Cyril Wecht

“We oppose the use of political assassination as a means to obtain or maintain power.”

Over 50 years have passed since the Warren Commission declared Lee Harvey Oswald the lone assassin in the murder of President John F. Kennedy. During those decades, independent researchers, authors, and medical and ballistic experts continue to expose the hard evidence that proves the official government conclusion is invalid.

We want to live in a country where murders will not go unpunished and where the democratic processes cannot be frustrated by individuals, agencies or organizations who oppose the popular will and violate the Constitution.

It has been over 35 years since Congress was convinced to reinvestigate the JFK assassination as well as the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., an investigation that was totally compromised by the government itself. The result of those compromised investigations is an ongoing decline in confidence in government, in the American legal process, and the credibility of the institutions involved. Until this nation moves to honestly deal with such crimes and their implications, that loss of faith will continue to undermine the nation’s faith in its own character.

Five decades of independent research has demonstrated that the American system is unable to effectively address crimes which have the potential of exposing groups with radical and socially explosive motives. There is strong evidence that key decision makers compromised investigations and manipulated official conclusions on political assassinations at both the state and national level.

It has been nearly 25 years since Congress agreed to release the government records on the assassination of President Kennedy, including those of the House Select Committee on Assassinations, but neglected to order the release of the MLK records of the same committee. We want to pursue the release of these records that continue to be withheld at the National Archives and work closely with Congress to suggest a process similar to the JFK Act for release of the Martin Luther King files. We will analyze the JFK and MLK records as they are released and attempt to educate people as to their contents.

We now know that the official investigations were flawed and important leads never properly pursued, that significant unanswered questions remain in other political assassinations, that most people believe – and with
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good reason - that one man alone could not be responsible for these crimes, and that the truth remains hidden as long as the government records regarding these assassinations remain sealed from the public.

Some people may feel that there is no purpose in working to solve murders that date back fifty years, but we know there are no statute of limitations in a murder case, and no time limit on determining the truth. And until we face the truth about the assassinations of our political leaders, we cannot hope to move toward a viable democracy in this country, nor prevent such assassinations from happening in the future.

I put the cap on this when I talk to groups. I say to folks – “What does it mean today, these 52 years later?” I say it means this is not the way governments are supposed to run in a democracy. You go to the polls and you vote. You could be left wing, you could be Tea Party, right wing, liberal or conservative, Democratic or Republican. This is one issue that transcends traditional political lines.

If you are unhappy and frustrated and unable to prevail in the polls, you do not accomplish your objective by physically eliminating the leader of the other side. I say to them, “Let’s label this and understand it for what it is: the physical elimination, by murder, of the president whom they could not beat at the ballot box.” There was only one option left, and that is what they chose - to kill John Kennedy.” I say that, when this happens in any other country in the world, it is labeled for what it is, the overthrow of the government. It was a coup d’etat in America. That’s what it was.

In the year 2016 people are still interested in the JFK assassination. When I am asked to speak to a civic group I don’t choose the subject. They call me, and I ask, “What do you want me to talk about?” Most of them choose John F. Kennedy. They are still fascinated by the mystery.

And now, after all these years, with so many people gone who remember when he was alive, it’s become more of a suspicion, a haunting suspicion that something went wrong, and we trace it back to that moment. No other event has changed the shape of the future in the same way as the assassination of President Kennedy and we can wait no longer for a solution. We must act now.

Political assassination is the most serious threat to democratic government and occurs somewhere every day, usually as a convenient means of obtaining, maintaining or controlling power. That’s why it is important to support those who focus on research and study political assassinations from medico legal, forensic science, investigative and political perspectives.

Towards that end we have reorganized our efforts under the banner of a new organization – Citizens Against Political Assassinations – CAPA – with the mission of establishing the truth about political assassinations and major crimes of social significance.

We oppose the use of political assassination as a means to obtain or maintain power. We are committed to support those researchers, investigators and attorneys who attempt to determine the truth, seek justice, and educate people on the dangers that political assassinations pose to our society.

Well, how do you deal with it? This is how we are dealing with it. In order to achieve our goals, CAPA will:

• Pursue the release of records with both the National Archives and Congress - to identify and obtain the release of missing, lost, allegedly destroyed and currently withheld records and make them as widely available as possible.

• File FOIA and legal action suits against government agencies to obtain the release of records related to political assassinations.

• Ensure that the JFK Act is fulfilled and make the release of the remaining withheld records by October 2017 a campaign issue in the next presidential election.
“There is power in numbers. We hope you will join us in this worthy endeavor to bring truth to the American people.”

- Work closely with the NARA and pressure Congress to fulfill their oversight mandate by holding public hearings, and ensure the full disclosure of the remaining sealed records.

- Initiate a similar process to release the records in other assassinations, especially the HSCA MLK files that remain sealed and weren’t covered by the JFK Act.

- Analyze the new records and educate the American people about who commits political assassinations, who covered up the conspiracies and why.

- Establish investigative teams to thoroughly review and critique the evidence now available and identify any potential political conspiracies associated with the crimes.

- Engage in a public/media effort to correct the impression that the previous inquiries, investigations and official verdicts by the government are necessarily correct and can be taken to represent the historical truth of the crimes.

- Correct the media spin that says there is nothing new in these records, answer the outstanding questions that can be answered, determine the truth and seek justice.

The ultimate goal of this work will be an effort to seek both truth and justice in regard to any crime which can be shown to have been an act of political assassination anywhere in the world.

There are hundreds of non-profit organizations and think tanks that study war and peace and promote democracy but only a few that focus on political assassinations as the biggest threat to the legitimacy of government and that is what CAPA is doing.

Recent polls show that 85% of the American people agree with us about the evidence of conspiracy in this case and the need to release all of the remaining withheld records. They know they have never been told the full story by the official investigations. We need your help to reach them and to let them know that something can and must be done. Help us reveal the truth and tell the American public that there is something new in these files and something can be done about it.

With the amount of potential support we can generate, we can become the NRA of political assassinations – opposing the hunting of human beings as a popular sport – and with your help we can become a powerful lobby that can support candidates, make and break politicians and ensure that Congress enforces the JFK Act and all of the laws it makes.

Now there is an organization that supports the latest research, uses grassroots outreach and social media, is lobbying Congress for oversight hearings and is using the courts to free secret files and enforce the rule of law in regards to political assassinations. We shall make a focused, highly responsible inquiry and not come out with wild statements and allegations. We will be doing it in a responsible, objective fashion, with the basic philosophy - the raison d'être - to look into assassinations as many people believe they are: politically motivated murders.

We are standing upon past achievements, gradually improving and coming to a deeper understanding based upon solid ground and from pursuit of appropriate legal protocol.
CAPA is intent upon keeping the best aspects of the JFK research processes in the news, bringing them to average Americans, and making it a topic that is especially relevant during an era where political assassinations are being authorized daily using gadgetry, technology, drones and other government strategies that represent a completely different government strategy from anything we've ever known.

As we formally launch our mission, announce our intentions and reach out to those who support us, we ask you to join us in this great effort because one person can make a difference in small ways. As JFK said, “One person can make a difference and everyone should try.” United we can achieve goals that one person cannot achieve alone.

5. Message from

Bill Simpich:

A Three Year Strategy for CAPA

“If the goal of CAPA is to free the files and resolve the JFK case and other hotly-contested cases like it, the best strategy to achieve that goal is to wage a political campaign…”

On the evening before the first CAPA Executive Committee Conference call, I ran into David Talbot while we were both walking our dogs in the park. We both enthusiastically agreed that CAPA has great potential. It needs a comprehensive media strategy, as well as a 3 Year Plan.

If we don't firm up our historical memory of the response to prior assassinations and their impact on society, important aspects of our history will slip away from us. My understanding is that CAPA’s priorities will be to free the JFK files by 2017, the release of the MLK HSCA files, and to reopen the RFK case. We will have to work on cases "other than JFK" - including present-day cases as they arise - in order to maintain our momentum.

If the goal of CAPA is to free the files and resolve the JFK case and other hotly-contested cases like it, the best strategy to achieve that goal is to wage a political campaign designed to make sure that 1) the files are released with no redactions by October 2017; 2) to release as many additional files as possible; and 3) to promote a climate that combats secrecy and promotes transparency.

What tactics will advance that strategy? I would suggest that our tactics should be informed by some good news from Martha Murphy at NARA. Murphy announced that a team was formed last year to assure that the estimated 3500 documents withheld in full and the 35,000 withheld in part will be released by 2017. She says that these documents will be scanned and
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posted online! We want the NARA archivist to stand firm to this commitment.

Murphy said that the default position will be to release the documents, as only the President of the United States can authorize continued withholding of documents and continued redactions.

Given that information, putting pressure on the next President is an important ingredient in the mix. I would propose tactics that will propel our strategy - something like this:

1. Pinpoint our natural allies. For starters, I would urge outreach and establish working relationships with the National Security Archive, the Center for Democracy and Technology and the Electronic Frontier Foundation. I assume that several of us have worked with these groups in the past.

2. What commitments do we want from the 2016 candidates? Is "will you release all the records in 2017" sufficient – or do we want more? We should encourage internal dialogue within CAPA to define the specific questions that should be asked of the 2016 presidential candidates, since the next President will be the final arbiter of what is redacted from the 2017 JFK records release.

3. The all-important PR/media plan? We already have a strong team of people at work crafting and vetting a PR/media plan which is essential to our success. Stories on lost and destroyed records are often newsworthy, as well as narratives that have been revealed by documents released pursuant to the JFK Records Act. The CAPA newsletter, website information and social media can be powerful tools. We are already seeing the value of social media in the JFK case on a daily basis – how can CAPA advance its goals in that arena?

4. How to improve the accessibility of documents? We can engage the NARA staff to find out if and how the release of the records can be expedited. There is no reason for them to wait until the October 2017 deadline. They can start the rollout right now by posting the non-controversial requested documents online as they have promised, to update their public index and make their private index available to researchers.

It sounds like they may also be scanning earlier-released documents at some point - if they do, these documents should be put online as well.

Congress never engaged in its oversight function under the JFK Records Act. NARA should join researchers in pushing them to change that and get Congress to conduct hearings as it should.

DECEMBER 2016:

Begin a new Super PAC to accept donations to be used to promote our issues in the media during the election.

Public hearings would be useful for media impact. One option would be to hold congressional briefings on the current status of the JFK and MLK records. Such briefings would provide a platform for witnesses and whistle blowers as well as analysts reporting on documents lost, destroyed, or newly discovered.

We want the relevant Congressional committees to conduct proper oversight of the JFK Act, as they are required to do but haven’t. When Congress resumes after the summer holiday, we should hold a Congressional briefing where we decide who testifies. We want to make sure that Congress and NARA and their staff as well as the mainstream media listen to these witnesses.

JUNE 2017:

Roll out a media campaign designed to ensure the documents are released in full by October 2017 as mandated in the JFK Records Act. Make political assassinations and secret records a campaign issue that is taken seriously and regularly covered by the mainstream media.

Public relations and media advocacy are shaping up in our discussions as the most important priorities. The 50th anniversary of the JFK assassination made clear the location of the battleground.
Those who have spent years trying to assess the role of the Kennedy assassination in US history are accustomed to the debate between structuralists and conspiratorialists. In the first camp are those who argue, in the spirit of Marx and Weber, that the history of a major power is determined by large social forces; thus the accident of an assassination, even if conspiratorial, is not an event altering history. (On this point Noam Chomsky and Alexander Cockburn agree with the mainstream US media they normally criticize.)

At the other end of the spectrum are those who talk of an Invisible Government or Secret Team, who believe that surface events and institutions are continuously manipulated by unseen forces. For these people the assassination exemplifies the operation of fundamental historical forces, not a disruption of them.

For years I have attempted to formulate a third or middle position. To do so I have relied on distinctions formulated partly in neologisms or invented terms. Over forty years ago I postulated that our overt political processes were at times seriously contaminated by manipulative covert politics or parapolitics, which I then defined as “a system or practice of politics in which accountability is consciously diminished.”

In “Deep Politics and the Death of JFK”, I moved towards a less conspiratorial middle alternative. I discussed instead the interactions of what I called deep political processes, emanating from plural power sources and all only occasionally visible, all usually repressed rather than recognized. In contrast to parapolitical processes, those of deep politics are open-ended, not securely within anyone’s power or intentions.

In 1995, I brought out “Deep Politics II” (since reissued as “Oswald, Mexico, and Deep Politics”) which I thought of at the time as a case study in deep politics: how secret U.S. Government reports on Oswald in Mexico became a reason to cover up the facts about the assassination of JFK. But it was also a specialized study, since in this case most of the repressed records of events, now declassified, occurred within the workings of the CIA, FBI, military intelligence, or their zones of influence. It was hence largely a study in parapolitics. It verged into true deep politics only near the end, when it described how a collaborating Mexican agency, the DFS (Direccion Federal de Seguridad) was deeply involved in the international drug traffic. “Deep Politics”, in contrast, looked continuously at the interaction between government and other social forces, such as the drug traffic.
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Both books represented an alternative kind of history, or what I call deep history. Deep history differs from history in two respects. First, it is an account of suppressed events, at odds with the publicly accepted history of this country. (One might say that history is the record of politics; deep history, the record of deep politics.) Second, deep history is often restored from records which were themselves once repressed. In short, deep history is a reconstructed account of events denied by the public records from which history is normally composed.

There are previous examples where the actual events of American history are at odds with the public record. Allen Dulles represented the conventional view of John Wilkes Booth when he represented Booth to the Warren Commission as a loner, ignoring both the facts of the case and what is known now of Booth's secret links to the Confederate Secret Service. A key example concerns a tape of someone calling himself “Lee Oswald,” claiming in a Soviet Embassy phone call about having met a consul there by the name of Kostikov, a KBG agent. As we shall see, this tape should have been preserved and investigated as a prime piece of evidence to frame Oswald as an assassin. We have documentary evidence, initially suppressed, that one day after the President's murder this tape was listened to by FBI agents in Dallas, who determined that the speaker was in fact not Lee Harvey Oswald. Yet almost immediately this event was denied by other reports, including cables claiming – falsely – that the tape had already been destroyed before the assassination.

A brief but important digression here about history. Most people assume that history simply refers to what has happened but is now gone. In fact the dictionary reminds us that the first meaning of the word (cognate to the word “story”) is a narrative or record of events, and only after that to “the events forming the subject matter of history.”

There is thus a latent bias in the evolution of the word “history” that is related to structuralists, rationalist assumptions referred to in my first paragraph. History (or at least what I like to call archival history) has always been the way a culture chooses to record and remember itself; and it tends to treat official records with a respect they do not always deserve.

**Managed Oswald Stories**

In the days after the murders in Dallas, the U.S. was flooded with dubious stories, most of them swiftly discredited, linking Oswald to either a Cuban or Soviet conspiracy. Those which most preoccupied the FBI and CIA all came out of Mexico. These stories exhibited certain common characteristics.

1. They all came from either directly from an intelligence source, or from someone in the hands of an intelligence agency. Nearly always the agency involved was the Mexican DFS or secret police. The DFS, along with the Nicaraguan intelligence service, which was also a source, were under CIA tutelage.

2. The stories changed over time, to support either a pro-conspiratorial hypothesis (“Phase One”) or a rebuttal of this (“Phase Two”).

3. The Warren Commission was led to believe that the “Phase One” stories were without basis. In fact a number of unresolved anomalies suggest that behind them was some deeper truth, still not revealed.

4. As just noted, the two main sources, Silvia Duran and Gilberto Alvarado, gave varying stories while detained by the DFS. Of the two, Duran was actually tortured, and Alvarado reportedly threatened with torture... In retrospect, these stories should not have been taken seriously. In fact, the CIA was able to rely on them, not as a source of truth, but as a source of coercive influence over the rest of the government. It will help us to understand what was going on if we refer to the stories, not as 'information' or even as
'allegations,' but as MANAGED STORIES. To say this leaves open the question of who were the ultimate managers – the DFS, U.S. Officers in Mexico, or higher authorities in Washington.

The full history is complex and confused, with many unanswered questions. But nearly all of these managed stories, along with others outside Mexico...resolve into this simple pattern of a Phase One/Phase Two evolution.

I do wish to argue that these managed stories, fleeting and insubstantial though they are, were of central importance in determining the outcome of the Kennedy assassination investigation. In succeeding years, furthermore, the discredited ‘Phase-One’ stories have been revived to manipulate public opinion, even after the CIA and FBI had agreed on a ‘Phase-Two’ interpretation of Oswald's movements in Mexico City. In 2013, for example, the discredited Garro story of the twist party was revived in a mainstream book by Philip Shenon.

Even Gus Russo, whose book is throughout a defense of CIA integrity, concedes that the CIA withheld information that “could have given the public the misperception that the agency had a relationship with Oswald.”

But according to Russo, Dulles’ cover-up activities on the Warren Commission were intended chiefly to protect Bobby Kennedy, rather than the CIA. “A full disclosure of Mexico City matters,” Russo argues, “would have barred the Kennedys’ plans to murder Fidel Castro....Such disclosure would certainly have diminished JFK’s mystique as an innocent martyr.”

David Phillips is the one man who seems to cover all aspects of the CIA - Oswald operation and cover-up in 1963. David Phillips even had one friend, Gordon McLendon, in common with Jack Ruby. McLendon, a sometimes intelligence officer and Dallas owner of radio stations, had known Phillips since both men were in their teens. (The two men would in the 1970s join in forming the Association of Former Intelligence Officers.)

McLendon was close to two other wealthy men in Dallas who have attracted the attention of JFK researchers, Clint Murchison and Bedford Wynne.

In retrospect, these stories should not have been taken seriously. In fact, the CIA was able to rely on them, not as a source of truth, but as a source of coercive influence over the rest of the government.
What is not yet known is why McLendon, whom Ruby described as one of his six closest friends, embarked on a sudden and surprising trip with his family to Mexico City in the fall of 1963.\(^9\)

This situation, an interaction between what is documented and what is not, also forces us to enlarge our thinking about history. As we have seen, history is defined in dictionary terms as a narrative or record of what is known. A successful assassination plot, by contrast, represents an interruption of this record by the unrecorded, the unknown.

Thus the defense of succeeding political legitimacy becomes undistinguishable from a defense of the integrity and dominance of the public historical record. This defense propels people to trivialize the assassination as an accident, the work of a “lone nut.”

But of these two variant explanations focus on a cover-up designed to cover up anti-Castro assassination plotting in 1963: plotting in which both CIA personnel (certainly) and Bobby Kennedy (possibly) were involved. But neither author Richard Mahoney\(^10\) nor Russo point out the degree to which the 1963 post-Mongoose plotting involved the sources and managers of the Oswald Mexico City stories.

Those of us who genuinely wish to see overt, rational forces prevail in the world must reject a superficial and spurious defense of our institutions. The ideal embraced by our society, that it be based on truth and openness, is not a cynical cliché, but a real condition for our institutional health.

The pursuit of leads hinted at in this essay may seem frustratingly difficult, esoteric, and above all slow. But to abandon this pursuit is to break faith with the American dream of enlightenment itself.

Endnotes

2. Peter Dale Scott, “Oswald, Mexico, and Deep Politics” (New York; Skyhorse, 2013)
4. “American Heritage Dictionary”, s.v. “history,” What of events whose records are destroyed or falsified? These dictionary definitions seem to assume that what is true is also what is recorded.
5. Among those who accept the “Phase-Two” version as real are Newman (pp. 356-57) and Russell (pp. 492-94).

“The pursuit of leads hinted at in this essay may seem frustratingly difficult, esoteric, and above all slow. But to abandon this pursuit is to break faith with the American dream of enlightenment itself.”

Peter Dale Scott
April 24, 1961: New York City

“My dear Mr. Kennedy,” the type written letter began. It had been placed in a plain white envelope and addressed, “Mr. Robert Kennedy, Attorney-General of U.S., Department of Justice, Washington D.C., (Personal Correspondence).” Writing exactly seven days after the disastrous failure of the CIA's Bay of Pigs operation, the author of this letter used what may have been a pseudonym. Whether or not it was her true name, it had, with very few exceptions, vanished from U.S. intelligence files since the summer of 1960. The name was “Catherine Taaffe.” This name appeared often in the government’s files as far back as the Korean War. It had disappeared in the wake of its association with a murder and kidnapping plot of a former Cuban Senator from the Batista regime in Cuba.

Taaffe was unhappy with U.S. policy in Cuba and the Bay of Pigs failure had lit her fuse. She intended to blast her message to the top of the U.S. government. Taaffe knew full well that letters arriving at the Department of Justice (DOJ) addressed to the Attorney General (AG) did not arrive on the chief’s desk unopened. She had anticipated that the AG’s staff would check the name Taaffe against the DOJ’s files, and she knew what they would find. She understood that this would ensure that her letter would be read by Robert Kennedy, along with many of her voluminous FBI files By April 1961, those files were bursting at the seams much of them remain classified in 2015, but what has been released so far exceeds a thousand pages.

“My letter may be presumptive,” Taaffe told Kennedy, “but I have heard of women being forgiven for tramping where angels tread lightly.” This turn of phrase was her adaptation of the phrase “Where Angels Fear to Tread”, a line originally from “An Essay on Criticism”, written by the British poet Alexander Pope (1688-1744)—the third-most frequently quoted writer in “The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations”, after Shakespeare and Tennyson. Two hundred years later it became the title of E. M. Forster’s novel “Where Angels Fear to Tread”

Taaffe’s use of the adjective “presumptive” to describe her letter to Kennedy was an understatement. To tell the Attorney General that where she was “tramping” would, by inference, strike the fear of God in men, was outrageously immodest But it was also true. The President’s brother would understand this once he began to leaf through her files.
CHAPTER SIXTEEN: The Dominican Republic Invasion Of Cuba

Excerpt: A Close Call For DAVE PHILLIPS

Toward the end of July 1959, the CIA Station in Havana instructed Dave Phillips to contact Michael P. Malone, Vice President of the Czarnikow Rionda firm, which controlled four of the major sugar companies in Cuba, and manager of Robert Kleberg’s (King Ranch) $5.7 million 40,000 acre cattle ranch in Camaguey Province, Cuba. Phillips wrote down what happened as a result in a 6 August memo.

On 29 July, Phillips, as instructed, met Malone in his room at the Hotel Nacional in Havana. Malone said he had talked with several people at CIA HQS about his association with a group of Cuban landowners anxious to do something about Castro’s Agrarian Reform program. CIA HQS had told Malone that Phillips would be able to act as an advisor in a public relations program. Malone told Phillips that the Cubans had approached him in the hope that he and the interests he represented would contribute to a fund being generated to prepare “a plan of action.” Malone then contacted the Cuban group and told them he would introduce them to a representative of a large, unnamed public relations firm in the U.S. who was experienced in “unconventional” propaganda techniques. The Cubans asked to meet Phillips that same day. Hours later, Phillips returned to the hotel room to meet Malone. Malone said that one of the Cubans, Martinez Conhill, was on his way to the room and that they would then go to meet Caines Milanes, President of the Cuban Cattleman’s Association. Conhill told Phillips that Caines was “the absolute leader of the group, and that the only thing to remember in talking with him was that he had strong political ideas.” In the memo he wrote afterward, Phillips said he took “ideas” to mean ambitions.

Phillips had guessed right about Caine but Phillips did not know at the time that Caines’ group was one of two nuclei working inside of Cuba with the Trujillo plot and that Caines would become the new Vice President of Cuba if the plot succeeded in overthrowing Castro. The three men drove to meet Caines at a large home in Miramar. Phillips assumed that the home belonged to Caines, but in fact it was the home of another Cuban, Gustavo de los Reyes. An attorney for the Cuban Cattleman’s Association also joined the meeting. In his memo, Phillips said that in view of being in this “sudden crowd” he was inclined to be “as discreet as possible.”

Caines dominated the two-hour meeting from the beginning. The first thing Phillips told the group was that he would have to consult his “home office” before making any definite commitment. At length, this exchange took place between Caines and Phillips:

After about an hour Caines said to me directly: “Look here—we were told you were an expert on this sort of thing. But so far you have contributed nothing. Can’t you give us one concrete idea of the sort of program you might provide?…I suggested, that if they wanted to move at once and really do something, they should purchase a newspaper (or at least promise the owner of a paper complete financial repayment in the event of loss or closure), and that this newspaper should begin daily editorial attacks against the drastic aspects of the Agrarian Reform program and equally strong attacks against the growing communist activity in Cuba. Such a paper, I pointed out, would draw the immediate interest from the Cuban readers. One of three things would happen:

a. Castro would close the paper and if so all the world would see that freedom of the press did not exist in Cuba.

b. The mob would burn the paper—[meaning] even worse international propaganda against Castro’s government.

c. Or nothing would happen—in which case the full story would be carried to the Cuban public in heavy doses, and other newspapers would find the courage to speak out against communism.
Caines and his group liked Phillips’ idea. In fact, they liked it so much that they talked about which newspaper they might use. They spoke of starting their own weekly newspaper only to destroy it later. And they even said they would provide “the mob” if Castro did not.

At this point in the meeting it dawned on Phillips that this particular group of Cubans was less interested in publicity work than in direct militant action to overthrow the Castro government. They spoke of many other Cubans who were with them and discussed possible paramilitary activities—what would happen if there was an invasion of Cuba from the Dominican Republic; the possible effect of bomb throwing, and what would happen if Castro were assassinated. In his memo, Phillips wrote, “Things really became conspiratorial. Malone was an enthusiastic supporter of the most militant ideas generally; he exuded a “give ‘em hell” attitude. I felt it was time to leave. I promised to report back to the group two days later with a plan of some kind. But I made it clear that I would have to consult with my home office.”

In his memo, Phillips wrote that the group was “undisciplined security-wise,” and did not know exactly what they wanted except “Castro’s head.” Phillips concluded they would be willing to do almost anything—even supporting a Dominican invasion. They want to get out on the streets and fight, they claim, and they are having a hard time holding their people back. With the new death penalty in Cuba for anti-revolutionary activity, it is not hard to imagine that at least one member of this group might inform to the government.

Phillips was quite right that there was an informant in the Trujillo plot—and he might even have been thinking of Morgan.

Phillips was traveling to CIA HQS and to New York when the American Embassy in Havana learned that a Cuban government tape recorder in the home of Gustavo de Los Reyes had taped a prior conversation between Caines and a “non-Kubark [CIA] American Embassy official.” After much handwringing and exchanges of cables, the CIA eventually concluded that Phillips’ meeting with Caines had not been recorded, and Phillips returned to Havana on 27 August.

AFTERWORD

Eight years have passed since the sequel to “Oswald and the CIA” was published in 2008. The boundaries were much narrower in the original 1995 edition, but even in that book, the pre-assassination movements of Oswald and manipulation of his CIA files foreshadowed what came at the end of the 2008 sequel: conspiracy. I argued in the sequel, and I am still convinced today, that the gloves of the person most likely behind that part of the plot fit best on the hands of James Jesus Angleton, the Agency’s counterintelligence chief.

As I waded into these dark waters then, my instincts told me to step back. With millions of new records released and tens of thousands still withheld, I needed a lot more time to investigate—and some time off. And so, I turned to an investigation of parallel paradigms in ancient mysticism. I returned to the JFK case in 2012.

It is not uncommon to view Dealey Plaza as the crime scene in the assassination of President Kennedy. Of course, it is. But I believe that the crime scene in this case extends beyond Dealey Plaza, where the president was shot; and Parkland Memorial Hospital in Dallas, where the president is said to have expired; and Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland, where the president’s autopsy took place. I am convinced that the “crime scene” includes the millions of records at the National Archives and Research Administration (NARA) facility, now located in College Park, Maryland. The “crime scene tape” was eventually extended to this facility, so to speak, by the passage of the JFK Assassination Records act in 1993. The records at NARA can also help us to find the criminals.

When I returned to active investigation of this case I knew straight away that I had to make a critical decision: all in or stay out. I also knew that all in...
meant to do more than a new book. It meant perhaps three, four or even more volume. It also meant testing hypotheses, making mistakes, and readjusting the investigation to follow the evidentiary trail. That is what is supposed to happen in murder investigations.

In this investigation, however, we are attempting to look inside a very dark box. The people involved in the design of the plot, even if they were only a few, were very sophisticated in propaganda and deception operations. In his book, “The Craft of Intelligence”, former Director of Central Intelligence Allen Dulles wrote about the “collateral effect” of a successful deception operation. Dulles often used the term “black operation,” which is similar to the term used in this volume, “dark operation.”

Dulles explained the “collateral effect” this way: once a “single piece” of the enemy’s deception has succeeded in its purpose, “then almost anything that happens can be taken as one of his tricks.” This is what happened when British and French intelligence failed to believe some half-burned documents “from the complete plans of the German invasion of France through Belgium, for which Hitler had already given marching orders.” British and French officials felt that “the whole thing was a German deception operation.”

The point that Dulles was driving at was this: “Often the very fear of deception has blinded an opponent to the real value of the information which accidents or intelligence operations have placed in his hands.” The burned documents had fallen into British and French hands by accident, when a German plane landed in the wrong place.

It is worthwhile pondering how Dulles’ point might apply to the Kennedy assassination. As stated in the Introduction to this work, in this case a very significant “single piece” of deception succeeded in its purpose:

The plot to assassinate President Kennedy was designed to deceive both people in the government and the public at large. A convincing trail of evidence was established to make it appear that the Kennedy brothers’ plan to overthrow Castro had been turned around and used against them by Fidel himself, resulting in the assassination of President Kennedy. We should heed Dulles’ advice and not fear that “almost everything” is a successful deception operation. We should, as Dulles advises us, realize that accidents in intelligence operations happen. Such accidents have occurred in this case too. They have placed important clues into our hands.

There is an unstated corollary principal in the game of deception that Allen Dulles was kind enough to give us. Once a “single piece” of a black operation has been compromised, the entire fabric of that operation can potentially unravel.
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8. Committee Reports

CAPA Chairman Dr. Wecht hosted the first CAPA conference call meeting in March 2015 with a dozen participants, and the seven man board of directors meets twice monthly.
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Legal – Is preparing official CAPA tax status papers and is filing a number of FOIA requests under the CAPA name and preparing to support researchers in filing FOIA requests, appeals and civil suits. The CAPA legal committee met via conference call and decided to form a special team to assist those with outstanding FOIA requests and on-going appeals, especially Jim Lesar and the AARC. They also decided to explore other legal avenues including Congressional Briefings, Congressional hearings on the JFK Act, a series of mock trials at major law schools and a Texas Court of Inquiry.
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9. In Memoriam

Many of those who originally started this fight are no longer with us, but as JFK so aptly put it - "Nations rise and fall, men live and die, but ideas live on," so we must follow them and fight for the ideals they lived for and instilled in us.

Mae Brussell
Mary Ferrell
Gaeton Fonzi
Penn Jones
John Judge
Mark Lane
Sylvia Meagher
Phil Melanson
Bill Turner
Harold Weisberg
Jack White

The torch is passed...
10. Join CAPA

Join CAPA – Become a card-carrying CAPA member

$50 a year dues gets you our newsletter, insider notices of breaking news and our expert analysis, discounts on books and DVDs and an invitation to work on a CAPA committee using your unique talents to advance our cause.
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$500 – Sponsor – gets you all of the above and ability to earmark your donation to a specific CAPA project, program or research area.
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INTO EVIDENCE
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